Nomination Guidelines for the
2014 Gawad Chanselor sa NATATANGING MAG-AARAL

The University of the Philippines Diliman recognizes the contribution of our students to the life of the University, to the production of knowledge and to the future of the country. Among the ways in which this recognition is given is through the Gawad Chanselor. The Gawad Chanselor sa Natatanging Mag-aaral is the highest, most prestigious University award given to students who have attained a high level of academic accomplishment, demonstrated good leadership and exemplified ‘honor and excellence in the service of the people’. The Natatanging Mag-aaral awards will be given this year to three (3) outstanding students – graduate or undergraduate – who have successfully combined academic excellence with extra-curricular achievement, leadership and public service.

I. General guidelines

A. The 2014 Gawad Chanselor para sa Natatanging Mag-aaral is open to undergraduate and graduate students who are enrolled at the time of nomination. It shall cover accomplishments of nominees during the entire period of their stay with the University. High school records and accomplishments are not counted.

B. The nomination may be made by an individual, college and/or by an organization within U.P. Diliman. Letter(s) of nomination must clearly identify the nominator.

C. The nominee must submit the duly accomplished nomination form (attached) and other supporting documents. A checklist has been provided to help the nominee monitor the requirements.

D. The nominee may add other information in the form should he/she deem it appropriate and may submit other documents to support his/her application.

E. The nomination documents must be accomplished and submitted in two (2) hard copies (one (1) as the original copy and one (1) photocopy), and one (1) soft copy in CD.

   For the soft copy, the application form and essay must be in MS Word format, while the other requirements (TCG, certifications, pictures etc) should be in jpeg format.

F. The Board of Judges may invite nominees for an interview and may also ask for additional documentation.

G. The Nomination form maybe downloaded in the OVCSA website at http://www.ovcsa.upd.edu.ph. Nominees may also request soft copies via email at ovcsa09@yahoo.com or upd.ovcsa@gmail.com.
II. General criteria

A. Academic Performance. The evaluation will consider Curriculum Weighted Average (CWAG) and other academic standards.

B. Extra-curricular Achievement. The evaluation will consider
   • membership in student organization/s in UP Diliman and how, through the organization, she/he has exemplified leadership and/or ‘honor and excellence in the service of the people’;
   • membership in organizations outside UP Diliman that render public service and contribute to the development and welfare of communities,
   • other accomplishments that has brought honor to UP

The length of membership and leadership as well as the degree of involvement, e.g. projects handled and their impact will also be considered

C. Awards and Recognition. Honors received by nominees will be considered

III. Deadline for nominations

All nominations should be addressed to and received on or before 13 December 2013, 5PM:

Prof. Ma. Corazon J. Tan
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
1/F South Wing, Quezon Hall, U.P. Diliman

For further inquiries, visit the OVCSA or call 928-2886 or email <ovcsa@up.edu.ph> or <ovcsa09@yahoo.com>.

The nomination committee and/or the Board of Judges reserve the right to conduct an active search should they deem it necessary.